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Abstract

slows down simulation, and it can distract from the research
problem at hand. Designing simulations to study a protocol
inherently involves making choices in which protocol details
to implement or use.
Although a number of network simulation packages are
available, they do not remove this burden from the designer.
In custom simulators, researchers typically include only the
minimum possible details outside the immediate area of
study. Existing simulators (such as Opnet, ns-2 [5], Parsec [2], and SSF [8]) provide detailed protocol implementations, but what level of detail is required in new protocols, or
in adapting existing protocols to model new hardware? Some
simulators ease the cost of changing abstraction with multiple, selectable levels of detail (for example, ns [17]), but the
design choice must still be made.
Choices about detail are particularly difficult for wireless
network simulations. Wide experience with the important
components of wired networks over the last 30 years allows
significant abstraction. For example, point-to-point links are
often represented as a simply by bandwidth and delay with
a queue; framing, coding, and transmission errors are simply ignored or mathematically modeled. The younger field
of wireless networking provides less guidance on what abstractions are appropriate. Low-level details can have a large
effect on performance, but detailed simulations can be very
expensive (for example, radio propagation).
This paper explores the question of what level of detail
is needed for simulations of network protocols in wireless
domains. We begin by looking at the trade-offs in different levels of detail in simulations. We then consider five
case studies: energy consumption in ad hoc routing, data
diffusion, radio-based outdoor localization, communicationsdriven robot following algorithms, and visualization of wireless simulations. The contribution of this paper is two-fold:
first, by examining the effects of details on wireless simu-

Experience with wired networks has provides guidance about
what level of detail is appropriate for simulation-based protocol studies. Wireless simulations raise many new questions
about appropriate levels of detail in simulation models for
radio propagation and energy consumption. This paper describes the trade-offs associated with adding detail to simulation models. We evaluate the effects of detail in five case studies of wireless simulations for protocol design. Ultimately
the researcher must judge what level of detail is required for
a given question, but we suggest two approaches to cope with
varying levels of detail. When error is not correlated, networking algorithms that are robust to a range of errors are
often stressed in similar ways by random error as by detailed
models. We also suggest visualization techniques that can
help pinpoint incorrect details and manage detail overload.
Keywords: wireless network simulation; simulation validation, detail, accuracy; energy-aware ad hoc routing; data
diffusion; localization; robotics; network protocol visualization

1 INTRODUCTION
Selecting the correct level of detail (or level of abstraction) for
a simulation is a difficult problem. Too little detail can produce simulations that are misleading or incorrect, but adding
detail requires time to implement, debug, and later change, it
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lations we help the networking simulation community judge
the relevance of simulation studies. Second, we identify two
different ways simulation results can be spoiled by too little
detail, and two cases where fairly abstract simulations successfully model real-world behavior.

movement.
There are several reasons for intentionally choosing a high
level of abstraction for simulation. Distillation of a research
question to its essence can provide insight not colored by arbitrary details of specific proposed solutions. For example,
although multiple resource reservation and quality-of-service
protocols have been proposed, Breslau and Shenker use a
very abstract service model to focus on the central issue of
the benefits of reservations [6]. When exploring a new area
where many issues are unclear, the need to quickly explore a
variety of alternatives can be more important than a detailed
result for a specific scenario. For this kind of nimble simulation, relative comparisons of alternatives are often more
important than a single detailed quantitative result. A more
abstract simulation can also make the effects of a change in
algorithm distinct, where they would be obscured by other
effects in a more detailed simulation. Finally, omission of
simulation detail can improve performance by multiple orders of magnitude [17]. Memory and run-time improvements
due can offer results sooner, or allow larger or longer experiments, revealing different aspects of protocol behavior. For
example, the relative performance of ad hoc routing protocols
differs with large numbers of nodes [10].
The primary risk of simulation abstraction is the unknown.
Would additional detail change the conclusions of the simulation study? This problem is particularly challenging when
entering a relatively unexplored area where researcher’s intuitions may be underdeveloped. Validation of simulations
against more detailed simulations and experimental measurements can answer this question. But the cost of validation
is fairly high: careful experiments require implementing the
details in question or purchasing sufficient hardware for realworld experiments.
Over time, the results of validation experiments will allow
the community to build an understanding of what details are
important. The community has begun sharing this information through workshops such as the DARPA/NIST Network
Simulation Validation Workshop [9]. We next consider several case studies that have arisen in our research as further
examples.
Table 1 summarizes the cases we examine, the relevant details that were considered, and how those details affected the
results of the simulation study. We found that choice of detail had several different results on the studies. Lack of detail
caused wrong answers in two ways, either because they were
simply incorrect, wrong or actively misleading, or because
they were inapplicable: technically correct but providing an
answer to part of the design space that may not be sensible
or relevant. In two other cases, relatively abstract approaches
were found to produce correct results, either because the application was insensitive to the details at hand, the outputs
of the application had an existing component of noise that

2 TRADE-OFFS OF DETAIL IN
WIRELESS SIMULATION
We next consider the trade-offs of more detailed or abstract
simulations.
A common goal is to infuse the simulation with as much
detail as possible to provide a “realistic” simulation. This
approach is attractive: a fully realistic simulation ought to be
able to reproduce the results of laboratory experiments or network use by end-users. Failing to implement details guarantees that they won’t be reflected in a simulation; for example
a wireless propagation model that doesn’t consider concurrent transmissions will not model the hidden terminal effect.
Furthermore, details at multiple protocol levels can reveal important interactions between layers. For example, router synchronization was first studied in simulation [14].
Yet a “fully realistic” simulation is not possible—does one
stop at the network layer? they physical layer? electrons or
photons? Simulation designers must limit the level of detail
somewhere. The challenge is to identify what level of detail does not affect answers to the design questions at hand.
For example, we know of no network simulator that considers details of a CPU’s instruction set or memory hierarchy—
these do not affect design questions relevant to wireless simulations. Yet these details are critical to other networking problems such as very rapid routing [11].
There are several reasons to avoid excessive detail. Simulation run-time is adversely affected by detail. Implementation and debugging time is increased, and undetected bugs
in distant layers can produce inaccuracies. Even if debugged,
protocol details change over time. For example, an extremely
detailed implementation of WaveLAN from a few years ago
would today be superseded by the 802.11 standard today.
Sometimes getting all the details may be impossible, if they
are left open (or implementation-dependent) in the specification, or when trying to predict future behavior with protocols
not yet implemented or standardized. Finally, for many of
these reasons simulations often mix levels of detail in different components. A very detailed, microsecond-level MAC
simulation may be forced to use a more abstract propagation model (because all objects in the terrain were not specified) and an older TCP implementation (perhaps not including SACK or recently standardized extensions). Simulations
with detailed hardware models may have abstract (perhaps
randomized) scenarios of node placement, transmission, and
2

Case
energy-conscious ad-hoc routing (  3)
data diffusion (  3)
localization (  4.1)
robot following (  4.2)
protocol visualization (  5)

Relevant detail
energy consumption model (idle behavior)
MAC protocol
radio propagation model
radio propagation model
packet visualization strategy

Effects
incorrect results
inapplicable results
correct results, application insensitive to detail
correct results, application robust to error
utility of visualization

Table 1: Case studies examined in this paper and how detail affected study results.

Our first case study considers energy consumption when
routing data in ad hoc networks. We examine two recent
studies in this area: an evaluation of data diffusion [18], and
a study of an energy-saving variations of on-demand ad hoc
routing protocols [24]. Choice of appropriate models of radio energy consumption and MAC protocols make can completely change the conclusions of these studies.
Several models of energy consumption for wireless communication have been used in literature:

Successfully sent or received packets incur an energy
cost.


0
AODV

Non-radio system costs can be considered (display,
CPU, disk drive).


TORA

We have found modeling idle time makes a large difference in protocol comparisons. We studied energy consumption of four ad hoc routing protocols (AODV, DSR, DSDV,
and TORA) with a simple traffic model where a few nodes
send data over a multi-hop path [24]. Using a simple energy model that does not consider idle-time costs, we found
that on-demand protocols such as AODV and DSR consume
much less energy than a priori protocols such as DSDV
and TORA/IMEP (the left, black bars in Figure 1). A priori protocols are constantly expending energy pre-computing
routes, while nodes that do not source data do not use these
routes. These differences vanish, however, when we adopt a
more detailed energy model that considers idle-time energy
consumption. WaveLAN radios have a 1:1.05:1.4 ratio of
idle:receive:send energy costs [23]. With this radio model
all ad hoc routing protocols considered consume roughly the
same amount of energy (within a few percent). In this scenario, idle time completely dominates system energy consumption, so an insufficiently detailed energy model (not considering idle time) completely changes the study results.
This example illustrates the case where insufficient detail
can produce an incorrect result. Not modeling idle energy

Energy consumed while listening (or “idle”, having the
radio powered on but not actively sending or receiving)
can also be modeled.


DSR
DSDV
ad hoc routing protocol

Figure 1: Comparison of energy consumed for four ad hoc
routing protocols with different energy models (left, black
bars are without considering energy consumed when listening; right, gray bars include this consumption).

MAC-level costs can be considered—MAC-level retransmissions, CTS/RTS, and packets that are unsuccessfully sent or received incur a cost.
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swamped any variation additional details provide, or because
the application was robust to details, the algorithm was selfcorrecting to errors. Finally, for the case of visualization we
found the approaches to handling detail simply affect the usefulness of the visualization.

Battery internals (non-linearity, temperature sensitivity,
battery memory, etc.) can be considered.

Selecting the right level of detail depends on the research
question being considered. For most research questions about
networking protocols, non-radio components (for example,
the display) can be factored out as a fixed overhead, although
in some cases CPU-intensive work must be considered (for
example, software radios [4], or MPEG playout). Similarly,
for rough comparisons of protocols, detailed battery models
are not required—a reasonable simplifying assumption is that
memory or temperature will affect all protocols equally.
3

consumption indicates minimal differences between ad hoc
routing protocols, while adding idle energy shows clear differences. Future wireless networking researchers should include these details in their power models and should use care
when interpreting prior published results that use overly simplified models.
Choice of MAC protocol is also closely tied with radio energy consumption. We have studied data diffusion protocols,
evaluating the power consumption of data diffusion as compared to simple flooding and an idealized multicast [18]. The
goal of these experiments was to provide energy-conserving
protocols for long-lived sensor networks. Again we had trouble with inappropriate models of radio energy consumption;
all protocols behaved similarly when idle costs were considered. In this case, the problem was an inappropriate MAC
protocol.
Figure 2 shows the comparison of data diffusion and two
alternatives, with a TDMA-like energy model (Figure 2(a))
and an 802.11 energy model (Figure 2(b)). (Because at this
time we did not have a TDMA model in our simulator, we
approximated it by adjusting the energy model. We plan to
redo these experiments with different model MAC models.)
As shown in the figure, choice of the MAC layer produces
very different conclusions when comparing the algorithms,
Figure 2(b) suggests there is no significant difference, while
Figure 2(a) shows a noticeable difference.
In this case, the conclusion is somewhat more subtle. Results of simulations with 802.11 protocols are not technically
wrong, but they are inappropriate. While one could use an
802.11 MAC for these applications, that would be poor design choice since long-lived sensor networks need an energyconserving MAC like TDMA. Because the details are inappropriate, they result in conclusions (the algorithms are all
equivalent) that are incorrect for a well-designed system.
These examples suggest that idle-time and MAC protocols
are important details for wireless communication studies with
PC-like network nodes. We have not seen evidence that further details (power consumption of other system components
or models of battery internals) alter research results in this
domain. Additional experience is needed to validate this assumption. These assumptions may not hold for studies of
increasingly tiny (dust-mote-sized) nodes [21]. We hypothesize that as node and radio power consumption shrinks, and
as node lifetime increases, additional details will become important.

Even more than energy models, many levels of detail are
employed in radio propagation models with a single sender
and receiver:




The simplest models consider only propagation distance
from sender to receiver with a fixed formula for signal
loss.



Slightly more detailed models might use different models for near and far receivers (for example, the Friis and
two-ray ground reflection approximations).



A statistical approximation of shadowing might be
added.



A more detailed model might consider signal attenuation from large obstacles, perhaps modeling line-ofsight communication differently from indirect communication.
Very detailed models would consider antenna geometries (orientation, distance off ground) and perform detailed radio ray-tracing to estimate reflection.

In addition, models may or may not take in the relative power
of interfering transmissions.
Radio propagation varies greatly, especially indoors, motiving very detailed propagation models. Unfortunately, accurate models become very computationally expensive and
require much more detail about the environment than is typically available.
An attractive alternative is to couple a simple model with
some level of statistical loss, but there has been limited experience with how less detailed models change network behavior. We have evaluated this question in two case studies,
one where a very simple model proved surprisingly effective
in a restricted domain, and then a robotics-inspired approach
to designing software to be robust to model error.

4.1 Radio-based outdoor localization
Sometimes simple radio propagation models can be quite effective for the purposes of a problem. We are exploring the
task of spatial localization, determining a node’s approximate
location, using only radio connectivity to a set of beacons
with well known locations [7]. This approach would be important for nodes too small or inexpensive to use GPS.
Radio propagation is a critical aspect of this kind of
network-based localization. We began this work using a simple, idealized radio model—we assume each radio has an
identical, spherical propagation. We selected this model because it was simple to reason about and evaluate mathematically. We expected that this model, at best, would allow us to
select algorithms and establish performance bounds. To our
surprise, it compares quite well to experimentally measured

4 RADIO PROPAGATION MODELS
Our next two studies consider the problems of radio-based localization (determining a node’s location) and robot following. In both cases, we found the level of detail of the radio
propagation model important.
4
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Figure 2: Comparison of data diffusion alternatives with TDMA-like energy model (left) and 802.11-like energy model (right).
(From [18], Figures 4a and 6c.)
propagation in open, outdoor areas. Not so unsurprisingly, it
does not model indoor propagation well at all.
We evaluate the effectiveness of this model both by comparing its accuracy to experimental measurements and then
by considering its effect on our estimates of localization accuracy. First, to compare its accuracy to measurements, we
evaluated propagation between two Radiometrix radio packet
controllers (model RPC-418) operating at 418 MHz. A node
periodically sent 27-byte beacons; we define a 90% packet
reception rate as “connected” and empirically measured an
8.94m spherical range for our simple model. To evaluate how
well this simple model compares to a real-world scenario we
placed a radio in the corner of an empty parking lot then measured connectivity at 1m intervals over a 10m square quadrant. Figure 3 compares these measurements with connectivity as predicted by the model. Among the 78 points measured,
the simple spherical model matches correctly at 68 points and
mismatches at 10, all at the edge of the range. Error was never
more than 2m.
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Although we have evaluated the accuracy of our radio
model, a more important metric is the influence that model
has on the accuracy of localization and our evaluation of alternative localization algorithms. We evaluated our network
localization algorithms by placing beacons at the corners of
a 10m square in an outdoor parking lot. We then estimated a
node’s position at 1m intervals within this square both experimentally and using our spherical model. Localization algorithms typically evaluate the error between predicted and actual position. Figure 4 shows this metric from the model and
experiment. They track each other closely, including plateaus
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Figure 3: 90% radio connectivity for a transmitter at (0,0)
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Figure 4: A comparison of localization error with spherical
and experimental propagation.

Figure 5: Idealized radio propagation model with a nominal
transmission radius of 5m.
working algorithms must be robust to network dynamics; robust algorithms can often allow random error to replace detailed models in simulation. (When error is not correlated.)
We evaluate this hypothesis in a hybrid scenario: we have
designed and simulated an algorithm to get one robot to follow another at constant distance [12]. The lead robot circles a large rectangular corridor while emitting periodic radio beacons. The follower adjusts its speed to keep a constant distance with the leader. The follower listens to beacon
messages and increases speed when the loss rate is high and
decreases it when loss rate is low. This algorithm assumes
a short-range radio where loss rate corresponds to distance.
Figure 5 shows an idealized radio propagation model.
Indoor radio propagation is much less than ideal due to
multipath reflections. To investigate these effects without extremely detailed models of the interior of our building, we add
a random error component based on an “   percent-error  ”
model. With this model, a packet is always received by nodes
within radius  , but we add a random error to this radius
before thresholding. This error is uniformly chosen within
some percentage of actual distance; for example, at 25% error,  where  is a random number between  
and 1. Figure 6 shows our adjusted propagation model at 0, 5,
15, and 50% error levels. Note that 0% error is actually better
than our idealized propagation model.
We evaluate the quality of distance keeping with each of
these error models in Figure 7. We were surprised that distance keeping performance is essentially the same for all
propagation models. This argues that, for this experiment,
additional detail in the propagation model would not offer
additional insight into the tracking algorithm. This result is
independent of the underlying model for two reasons. First,
the algorithm is robust to error; its decisions are simple and
return it to steady distance. Second, our expectations in eval-

is the error levels, although spherical model is consistently
slightly optimistic.
From these experiments we conclude that very simple
propagation models can be effective when simulating protocols in restricted domains. We caution that this approximation is not appropriate for indoors (as would be expected)
where reflection and occlusion is common. Our indoors
measurements of propagation range varied widely from 4.6–
22.3m depending on walls and exact node locations and orientations. The validated outdoor model allows us to explore a
much wider range of scenarios through simulation than could
be done through physical experimentation.
More generally, this example shows that in some cases
application-level metrics (such as localization error) are not
strongly influenced by lack of detail in lower-level simulation components. In this case, it is because this approach to
proximity-based localization has an inherent measurement error that is much larger than the inaccuracy our simple outdoor
radio propagation model. We conclude that when the application is insensitive to detail, abstract simulations can be effectively applied.

4.2 Radio-based robot following
A central challenge to practical robotics is coping with error in robotic interactions with the real world. Robotic sensors are noisy and actuators (wheels, etc.) often inaccurate.
One approach to accommodate these many sources of environmental error is to design very robust algorithms. Instead
of trying to develop very detailed models the physics of robot
movement, one approach to robotics simulation is to employ
a simple model with large amounts of random error [19]. We
believe this philosophy is also applicable in networking: net6
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5 VISUALIZATION OF WIRELESS
SIMULATIONS

No Error
5% Distance Error
15% Distance Error
50% Distance Error

Finally, we consider the effect of details in visualization.
We have developed nam as a generic tool for visualizing the
output of network simulations [13]. We find visualization a
very important tool for protocol debugging, but there is need
to control the amount of detail presented to the user. In this
suggestion we examine ways we use visualization to control
details, and ways that visualization is helpful at selecting the
right level of detail for wireless simulation.
Easy-to-use visualization alone provides a huge step providing a large amount of detailed information in a manageable fashion. Visual representations of packet flow succinctly
capture high-level information about traffic rates, congestion,
sources and destinations, and interactions for many nodes and
links. Determining the same information from textual packet
traces for a single node or link is much more difficult. Once
hot spots or problem areas are visually identified, traces can
be examined to extract specific information. We strongly encourage simulation authors to visualize their protocols early
in development to aid debugging, and the use of a generic tool
like nam can reduce this effort.
Recent work in data diffusion provides one example of the
importance of visualization [18]. Our early experiments with
data diffusion employed a very high traffic load (a large fraction of network capacity). This resulted in MAC-layer timeouts and anomalous behavior completely unrelated to the protocol we were studying simply because we were out of an
acceptable operating region. This status would have quickly
and easily been determined from a protocol visualization, but
was lost in the aggregate statistics we considered.
Even with visualizations, the detail can become overwhelming. We are exploring two ways to control this detail
in nam. First, we provide different kinds of visualization for
different kinds of wireless communication. Second, we allow
the user to control the level of detail nam presents.
Nam has two ways to visualize wireless communications.
First, we can visualize packet flow as rectangles that are animated and move directly from the source to destination (the
lines from node 1 to nodes 2 and 3 in Figure 8). This representation has evolved from nam’s use to visualize wired
point-to-point networks where packets flow on links. This approach clearly identifies the sender and receiver of the packet,
the direction of packet flow, and the time of transmission and
receipt. However, this visualization does not easily adapt to
support broadcast traffic. Representing a broadcast packet as
multiple rectangles visually suggests multiple packets. This
approach also does not easily show when concurrent transmissions from different nodes interfere with each other.
An alternate visualization approach is to show wireless
packets as expanding circles (the circles in Figure 8). This
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Figure 6: The “ !" percent-error  ” propagation model used
for simulation.
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Figure 7: Cumulative distribution of error in following distance for the four radio models.

uating this algorithm allow error; reasonably close following
(within a meter) most of the time (90%) is good.
This experiment suggests that qualitative evaluations of applications are robust to error can tolerate abstract models of
underlying layers. We would like to further verify this claim
by repeating this experiment with physical robots.
This result is not specific to robotics; we have observed
similar results in experiments involving wired networks and
the SRM protocol [15]. SRM has the same properties as our
robot-following algorithm: it uses randomized algorithms to
repair lost messages, and it can be evaluated by counting
numbers of duplicate repair messages. We have found that
the number of duplicate repairs is similar both with detailed
hop-by-hop network simulations and with abstract simulations that simulate only end-to-end delay [17].
7

tions.
The difficulty of radio propagation has long forced the
wireless networking community to multiple levels of detail.
Recently the community has focused on the question of validation and levels of detail in wireless simulations at events
such as the DARPA/NIST Network Simulation Validation
Workshop [9, 16]. Although some studies have compared
wireless simulations with real-world experiments (for example, Johnson [20] for wireless ad hoc routing), there is still
relatively little experience in this area. Our work builds on
this prior work by examining five different case studies in
wireless networking.
Of course, simulation validation has its roots in general
simulation and other domains. Some recent work in the
area includes defense applications [22, 3]. Our work can
be thought of as applying these techniques in the context of
wireless networking. Our work is similar to Jakobi’s work
in robotics simulations [19] in that we are exploring the substitution of randomized noise for systematic environmental
noise. Unlike his work we are investigating that hypothesis
for wireless networking.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Figure 8: Wireless visualization in nam

Choosing the right level of detail for network simulation is
difficult. Since the networking community has less experience in the wireless domain than with wired networks, choosing abstractions there is even more difficult.
There are risks both in simulating with too much detail
or too little. Too much detail results in slow simulations
and cumbersome simulators. A very detailed simulation
may accurately predict today’s performance, but it may not
predict tomorrows protocol variations or be easily adapt to
quickly explore alternatives. Simulations which lack necessary details can result in misleading or incorrect answers. Researchers must chose their level of simulation detail with care.
We have offered several case studies in wireless network
simulation to offer guidance for when detail is or is not required. Even when examples are not directly applicable, similar validation approaches may be. We have also suggested
two approaches to cope with varying levels of detail. When
error is not correlated, networking algorithms that are robust
to a range of errors are often stressed in similar ways by random error as by detailed models. Finally, visualization techniques can help pinpoint incorrect details and control detail
overload.

clearly shows the packet source and interference with other
packets, but it does not show destinations. If the rings disappear or fade with distance, it also shows nominal radio range.
Currently we use both approaches in nam: unicast packets are
sent using rectangles, while broadcasts are sent with expanding circles.
In addition to choosing between two visualization methods, we allow the user to control the level of detail presented.
We are adding support for both transport- and MAC-level
trace collection in ns. Transport-level traces show packets
traveling from sources to destinations; MAC-level traces add
MAC-layer retransmits and losses. Users of nam can also
select and filter data at run-time, focusing on data for a particular sender, receiver, flow, packet-type, or similar characteristics.

6 RELATED WORK
The wired networking world has depended on years of experience to guide detail in networking simulations. Ahn et
al. were the first to suggest explicitly using abstract representations of packet trains to speed simulation [1]. Huang
et al. have examined the use of selective levels of detail
or abstraction in wired multicast simulations, and demonstrated that abstraction causes minimal changes to SRM evaluations [17]. Our work differs from this work in focusing on
the relatively unexplored area of fidelity of wireless simula-
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